VINYL FLOOR AND TILE INSTRUCTIONS

Kit contains: 7 intermixable repair compounds, grain paper pack, powdered hardener,
clear repair compound, spatula, heat tool and instructions.
Clean the damaged floor with a common household cleaner. Scrape off and clean any
dirt or uneven parts of the floor.
The coloured compounds in the kit are intermixable. Mix the colour desired by using the
chart on reverse side. ( remember the colour will darken after heating) After your colour
is mixed add ½ part powdered hardener to the coloured compound and mix.
Apply the coloured compound with spatula into the damaged area as evenly as possible,
removing any excess compound from the undamaged area. Even application of the
compound is very important.
Select a grain paper in your kit (stamped this side up). This will give a texture pattern to
your repair. Draw an X in the middle of the grain paper. Place the grain paper with the X
directly in the center of your repair. With a home iron or electric stove, heat the heat tool
for 5 minutes on a medium high setting. Use a home iron for a larger repair. Place the
heat tool on the X and hold still for 2-3 seconds. Move slowly in a circular motion then
hold still again repeating this process for approximately 2 minutes. Remove the heat tool
and allow the grain paper to cool. Peel the grain paper off. Examine the repair. If
necessary, the damage can be refilled and reheated again to fill any under filled spots.
A common floor wax may be applied to the finished repair after it has cooled.
A professional heat tool can be purchased from Repair Products Unlimited at the above
number or visit our website.
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